An excitation-pattern algorithm for the estimation of (2f1-f2) and (f2-f1) cancellation level and phase.
An excitation-pattern algorithm is described which provides an estimate of cancellation level and phase for the (2f1-f2) and (f2-f1) distortion products. An experiment is first conducted to demonstrate the need for such an algorithm for (f2-f1) level predictions. The results of this experiment, which employed three pairs of primaries having complementary input levels (L1 = 65, L2 = 85 dB; L1 = 85, L2 = 65 dB), do not agree with the predictions of another similar algorithm [E. Zwicker, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 69, 1410-1413 (1981)]. A new excitation-pattern algorithm is then described. The predicted level behavior for (f2-f1) and (2f1-f2) is more accurate for the proposed algorithm. In addition, an accurate phase estimate is also provided by the new algorithm.